
 
 
 

 
Carbon Fiber Nose Cone Accent Package—Installation Instructions 

*EVannex is not responsible for any damage that occurs as a consequence  
of Carbon Fiber Accent Package installation.  

Accent-E 
Upper Exterior Accent Package 

Installation Instructions* 

Please read this document in its entirety before you begin any installation of Accent E. 
 
The carbon fiber accent package is designed for those Model S owners who would like to add easily 
installed exterior customization for the Model S. Although we provide detailed instructions for the installation 
of this Accent-E package, some Model S owners may prefer to get help. If you feel uncomfortable with this 
installation for any reason, we strongly recommend that you engage a professional installer to do the work 
for you. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Please be certain that you’re completely satisfied with the look and style of each the 
Accent-E piece BEFORE you remove the red adhesive backing from the piece. Once the red 
adhesive backing has been removed from any piece, this Accent-E package cannot be returned for a 
refund or replacement. 
 
This carbon fiber accent package includes: 

• Nose cone accent 
• B-pillar accents (driver and passenger sides) 
• Door handle accents  (driver and passenger sides, front and rear) 
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GENERIC INSTALLATION COMMENTS 
 

1. It is very important to properly align each Accent-E piece before pressing it into place. The 
adhesive used for Accent-E is extremely strong and it will be very difficult to remove the accent 
piece once it adheres.  

2. You can use blue painter’s tape or masking tape to provide temporary support for the piece as 
you work on alignment and installation, removing it as you apply step 3. 

3. In order to avoid problems, we advise installing each Accent-E piece “incrementally.” By 
this, we mean that you should remove only a small portion of the red adhesive backing material 
(exposing only a small part of the adhesive surface), then align one edge of each piece, again 
checking alignment of the edge and adjacent perpendicular edges. Work slowly to affix the material 
in steps while pulling the red backing off. Use a soft clean cloth the press the part into place. You 
can use a spray bottle with distilled water, spraying it on the adhesive surface to reduce stickiness 
a bit until it evaporates, but it isn't necessary. 

 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
IMPORTANT: It is very important to properly align each piece before pressing it into place. The 
adhesive used for Accent-E is extremely strong and it will be very difficult to remove the accent 
piece once it adheres. In general, one edge should be lightly adhered along an edge to allow 
alignment to be checked before the piece is pressed into place. 
 
Tools required:  none.   Materials required:  a spray bottle contained a mixture of alcohol and distilled 
water (available at any large pharmacy) in a 30% alcohol, 70% water mixture, and a clean cloth. 
 
Please read these instructions before you install the Upper Exterior Carbon Fiber Accent package. 
 
NOSE CONE ACCENT (Inserted within existing Chrome Border containing TESLA “T” logo) 
 
Step 1a. (For the older “signature” nose cone).  There are three (3) separate carbon fiber inserts for this 
section. Test fit before you remove the red adhesive backing to plan your installation approach and 
familiarize yourself with the shapes and curves involved. Starting with the left hand piece, remove the red 
adhesive backing Incrementally. Carefully place the piece inside the left chrome boundary, butting the 
accent piece against the existing chrome. Once properly aligned, press for final adhesion. Do the same for 
the right hand piece. The small center triangle is simply pressed into place, 
 
Step 1b.  (For the newer, standard nose cone). This is a one-piece installation. Test fit before you remove 
the red adhesive backing to plan your installation approach and familiarize yourself with the shapes and 
curves involved. Then, remove the adhesive backing incrementally and beginning in the area of the Tesla 
“T”  gently place the carbon fiber insert into place (being careful not to adhere the outer portions to the car’s 
surface). Move outward toward the edges removing the backing as you go. When you’re satisfied with fit, 
press into place. 
 
B-PILLAR ACCENTS 
 
Step 2.  Clean each B-pillar using an alcohol-water mixture. Allow to dry. 
 
Step 3a.  Open both the front and rear door fully. With the red adhesive backing in place, test the fit and 
placement of the B-pillar accent piece. 
 
Step 3b.   Remove the adhesive backing incrementally for the B pillar accent piece. You can use blue 
painter’s tape or masking tape to help with alignment. Align the top edge of the B-pillar so that it abuts the 
chrome edging at the top of the window frame and the front edge of the B-pillar accent to the front edge of 
the existing B-pillar surface. Note that by design, the lower portion of the B-pillar accent piece will be 
covered when the front and rear doors are closed.  
 
Step 4.  Once you're satisfied with alignment, press down the remainder of the B-pillar and then smooth 
with a soft cloth to attain final adhesion. 
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DOOR HANDLE ACCENTS 
 
Step 5.  Clean each door handle using the alcohol-water mixture. Allow to dry.  IMPORTANT:  Be certain 
that the curvature of edges of each door handle accent corresponds to the appropriate door handle for the 
Model S. There are driver and passenger side accents that are shaped to conform to driver and passenger 
side door handle surfaces.  
 
Step 6.  Remove the red adhesive backing incrementally and carefully align the door handle accent leaving 
approximately 0.5mm of space between the accent and the edge of the door handle front surface. Press 
down, and you're finished. 
 
REMOVAL OF THE CF ACCENTS 
 
Accent-E pieces are designed for permanent adhesion, so they're not easy to remove (that's the whole 
idea). But it can be done. Starting at a corner, use a plastic putty knife or professional auto panel removal 
tool (i.e., a sharp plastic edge) and pry up the corner. You can heat the CF surface with a hair drier -- NOT a 
heat gun -- and this will help by making the material slightly more pliable. Then, working methodically, use 
the sharp plastic edge and work inward, pulling the material up as you go. DO NOT use a metal edge! 
 
It’s important to note a few things:  

 
1)  Some of the adhesive will be left on the surface. This can be removed by rolling it up with the sharp 

plastic edge or even your fingernail; the original surface can then be cleaned with acetone to remove 
any final adhesive smudges. 

2)  It's unlikely that you'll damage the automotive surface beneath the CF piece, but it can happen if you 
scratch the surface while removing the adhesive. Be careful! Also, if you adhere the pieces to a 
porous or soft surface, damage will occur during removal. 

3)  A CF piece that is removed will likely be stretched or damaged to some extent, so you should only 
remove it if you no longer want the look. 
 

 


